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Introduction:  The indentification of asteroid-pairs 
could be considered as the smallest cluster that could 
be derived using the asteroids dynamical parameters. 
Vokrouhlicky and Nesvorny propose the pairs of aste-
roids of a common origin in 2008[1] which will be 
further re-analysed and quantified in terms of statistical 
significance by Pravec and Vokrouhlicky in 2009[2].  

Physical caracterisation of asteroid pairs is still in-
cipient and a chalaging task since a large fraction of 
identified pairs have large magnitudes. Some recent 
results were proposed by Duddy et al[3].  

We present NIR spectra of two objects of two dif-
ferent pairs identified by[2]: (10484) Hecht and 
(31569) 1999 FL18. The observations were performed 
using SpeX/IRTF low resolution, in remote observing 
mode[4]. 

Observational data: The spectra are presented in 
Figure 1. While the S/N ratio is poor  for (10484) 
Hecht only the spectral range 0.8-2.1µm is considered 
as relevant. For the asteroid (31569) 1999 FL18 the 
spectrum is reliable over the spectral interval 0.8-
2.4µm.  

Taxonomy and meteorite fit: The modeling was 
performed using M4AST on-line tool[5]. (10484) 
Hecht data are close to the V, Sv, Sr and R taxonomic 
classes into the Bus-DeMeo taxonomy. The result is 
mainly based on the deep 1µm absorption band. The 
asteroid (31569) 1999 FL18 was classified as V tax-
onomic type. 

The comparison to meteorite spectra confirms the 
affinity of both spectra to the one of HED meteorites. 
The best fit for (10484) Hecht is the HED meteorite 
EETA79002,146. However, due to the lack of data 
over 2.1µm, the acapulcoide primitive achondrite 
meteorites could also be a relative good mineralogical 
solution. For (31569) 1999 FL18 the HED eucritic 
nature is proposed. Its best fit is the sample of Macibi-
ni Clast 3, a meteorite discovered in South Africa. 

Discussion: (10484) Hecht and (31569) 1999 FL18 
belong to two different pairs which could be geneticaly 
related. Their twins are the asteroids (44645) 1999 
RC118 and (21321) 1997 AN2 respectively. The 
extrapolation of these results to these pairs shows four 
new objects possible V-type inside the asteroidal popu-
lation. 
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Figure 1. Spectra of asteroids (10484) Hecht and 
(31569) 1999 FL18. 
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